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Abstract: World Wide Web is the indispensable source for
millions of millions user. The primary goal of the www is provide
the most relevant, valid and right information for the end user to
who is looking for the information. In this paper we conducted
study on various term extraction method used recently by the
researchers and we have made a comparative study of various
term extraction techniques used in past. Finally we proposed a
novel method of improving end user search experience by
combining the task trail based user behavior and Automatic
facet searching. Also this approach can be further taken forward
by enhancing the facets search by referencing the well done
Wikipedia for the descriptive based user search goal. The scope
of the Automatic facets searching can be further enhanced for
the product based product standard specification. Our scopes of
work will predominately combining the Automatic facets with
the user behavior from the task trail and adding product based
standardization to improve the end search experience.
Key word:Facets searching, task trail, Automatic facets

I. INTRODUCTION
World Wide Web (WWW) is the one stop place for
millions of million users for their day to day activity to
knowledge gathering for modern sophisticated research and
innovation. The primary goal of the www is provide the most
relevant and valid information for the end user to who is
looking for the information in the World Wide Web. WWW
comprises the interlinked of complex connection of various
websites, various pages, various domain and various
protocols between them[1],[ 3],[5]. The efficiency of the
www is demonstrated only based on the fact how good you
search engine delivers the valid results to the end user .Most
of the case the input /Query supplied to the search is
ambiguous in nature . So the search engine should be able
provide the precise and much relevant information to the end
user. There are numerous ways that we can improve the
performance of the search engine. The ways that can be
included are faceted searching, Relevance ranking, Task trail
based approaching, Feedback based approach, Semantic
ontology based ranking[2 ],[ 4],[6].
This paper provides and overview of some of the techniques
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that is used widely in recent years to optimize the search
result based on the user behavior/goals. Also this paper
provide the literature survey on the term extraction method
used widely and how best this can align to my research area
Faceted searching .
II. RELATED WORK ON TERM EXTRACTION.
ThiThanh Sang Nguyen [1]studied the new–page problem
that current existing in web page recommendation system.
They studied various technique used in current web
recommendation system and finally found out that web usage
mining and constructing domain ontology will effective
provide better web page recommendation[7],[ 9] ,[11].
Alsotheyexplain the various drawback and challenges in
constructing semantic domain knowledge. Their proposed
recommendation is based on web usage and domain
knowledge. They had constructed the model in three ways.
(1) The ontology model that represents the domain
knowledge of the website.
(2) Semantic network that represent domain knowledge
which is fully automatic
(3) Conceptual prediction model, which is domain terms is
constructed based on the web pages visited by the user.
(a) Term extraction used in domain name retrieval.
The web server log file in the server is main source of input
for the extraction of terms. The weblog files are preprocessed
to get the valid websites URL that the user had visited the
collected URL are subjected to crawl to capture the title of the
page [8],[ 10] ,[12].
Then preprocessing action like applying stop wordare
applied to the given title and the terms are extracted from
title. Now with the given terms the domain concepts are
identified. The taxonomic relationships are derived from the
extracted terms with relationship taxonomic approach. Such
as consist of belongs to and so on.
Zhen Liao [13], [15] ,[ 17]
ntroduces the concept of tasks trail to understand the search
behavior of user. The weblog is the input for this study and
weblog is studied. The weblog capture the activities the user
had done in the session (or) list of task had performed in
session. Also theyhave shown the advantage of task trail over
the query trail and session trail. This dealt with determine the
user satisfaction using task trail.
This task trail helps user with
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better web page utilization. Task trail is comparable with
query trail also much better than session trails[14],[ 16],
[18]. The query term from same task is consistent with query
term from different task and finally the query suggestion
based on task trail is better that query suggestion based on
session trail and click threw data.
(b) Term extraction used in task trail page
The task is defined as the set at activity the user performed
within a session to define an atomic user information need.
The primary source to perform this activity is the webpage
data. The web logs collected from the servers are segmented
based on the time threshold (i.e) session based. The
segmented logs are analyzed based on the user search
queries. The queries may sometime interleave with in the
time threshold.
The session based logs are further segmented based on the
task according to semantic relationship between the user
search queries. The user search query may not be
continuation or consecutive within the task. The example
could be like if the user search “pen” and further if he is
searching for “ball pen” the records are displayed for the ball
pen and if user click (or) further searches “blue ball pen” the
intention of the user is to obtain the result for “blue ball pen“
in that particular session . so the tasks identified is nothing
but the search for “blue ball pen”, based on the relationship
between the consecutive query the task can be also grouped as
different task, same task. So the term/task clearly defines the
more like the appearance /consists of/ resembles of the
product the user is looking for. Weize Kong and James Allan
[19],[21],[23]
identifies the query facets groups and facets search terms
from the user input search queries. The search queries are
normally multifaceted (or) have different meanings. The
facets are grouped based on their semantical related terms
extracted from the search results.Theyproposed a supervised
approach based on the graphical model to recognize query
facets. Also they propose two algorithms for approximate
inference on graphical model. Also they have defined some
other approaches to find the query facet like QD miner, Topic
modeling,and the QD miner is an unsupervised clustering
approach and topic modeling is used to find high- quality
sematic class from search result.
(c) Term extraction used in Query facets
The facet terms are extracted from the search Result for the
given ambiguous search query. These facet search term are
part of semantic set, which is instances of semantic class. The
facet terms can be extracted in many aspects .but this paper
dealt with extraction from the search result. The top ‘k’
search Results are considered for the facet term extraction
and followed by grouping here the pattern like lexical and
HTML pattern are used to collect the facet terms from the
results. Here after extracting the list from the top ranked
results, first all the list terms are converted to lowercase and
all alphanumeric characters are removed. Then the stop
words and duplicate terms are removed. The term which are
group less that two item (or) greater than 200 items are
discarded and list is also noisy. Which cannot use as facet
terms. So the develop graphical model to find the facet term,
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and how they are likely to group as query facet and capture
the dependences between the two factor. Also they used
semantic top modeling on the top search results to bring the
facet term.
Zheng Lu, [4] the queries submitted to the search engine
differ from users to user and intend to get result (or) the
information needs are differs from each other the query can
be always ambiguous in natural and it may differ in natural.
If we analysis the user search query and goal. We can modify
the search result to fulfill the user need.
The inference and analysis of user search goal can play vital
role in bringing better user search experience and improve
search engine relevance. This paper dealt with discovering
the no of diverse user search goal for a query and depicting
each goal with some keyword automatically. Here the clicked
through logs (or) session logs is used to perform the analysis
this paper is organized in three major contribution.
(i)Feedback session clustering – the different user search
goal for a query is concluded with feedback session
clustering. Also it is found to be efficient than clustering
search results (or) clicked URI s directly[20],[ 22], [24].
(ii) a novel optimization method to combine the enriched
URLs in a feedback session to form a pseudo – document,
which can effected reflect the information need to a
user.(iii)They proposed a new creation CAP to evaluate the
user search goal performance based on restructuring web
search results. So they will be able to determine the no of user
search goal for query[25],[27],[29].
(d)Terms extraction used in CAP.
The click stream logs are used in this paper. A single session
is containing only a query is considered for this analysis. The
URLs that both clicked and unclicked URL which is obtained
from user search query is considered the user feedback
session contains unclicked URL before the last click used.
Zhicheng Dou addresses the problem of finding query facets
from the query. The facet is a phrase (or) word that describes
that denotes multiple items for the word. The query facets
provide useful knowledge about query so that can be used to
improve the user search experience. They also found out that
import piece of information is usually presents in list style
and repeated many times among. Top retrieved
documents[26],[28],[30]
. They proposed a solution called QD miner to automatically
mine query facets by extracting & grouping frequent list from
free text, HTML tags and repeat region with in the top search
result. Also they analyzed the problem of list duplication and
find better query facets can be mined by modeling fine
grouped similarity between lists and removed the duplicate
lists the proposed models were unique website model, and the
context similarity model to rank query facets. Also they made
comparative study with building facet hierarchies and found
the proposed model is better unique. The experiment results
also proved the context similarity model out performs the
unique website model, which means that quality of query
facet is improved by context similarity of the list.
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(e)Term extraction technique applied.
The main input for this technique for this analysis and result
is the end user search result for the given search term. The
Terms (list) are extracted in mainly three ways free text
pattern, HTML tag pattern, Repeated region pattern. (i)In the
free text pattern all the text within the document considered
and split into sentences. Then pattern matching method is
used to obtain the list from the sentence. Similarly for the
semi structuredparagraphs the list are extracted from
continuous lines that are comprised of two parts separatedby
a dash or a colon. The first parts of these lines areextracted as
a list. (iii) In HTML tag pattern the list is formed from the
HTML tag, which includes SELECT, UL, OL and Table .All
the element with in the HTML tags are considered to be a
list.(iii)In repeated region pattern, the repeated region in the
web page is detected based on Visual –based DOM trees ,the
repeat region is nothing but the set of similar items which has
different values for the fields . The different values are
basically the test that is used for the construction of list.

IV. CONCLUSION
Enhanced user search experience is one of primary goal
for the online user till now from past several years. The
ontology based construction model and Facet searching are
some of ongoing research area[38],[40]. In this paper we
have seen some of the technique implemented in recent years
to bring better search result to the End user. Also we have
seen the comparative study of the different search terms
techniques used by the researches to the goals. Also it found
Task trail plays vital role to bring the result user search goal.
The combination of the Task Trail and Factedsearching
algorithms techniques will definitely improve the end user
search experience.
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